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Abstract:
How to forecast product sales effectively and efficiency in E-commerce is a significant task for E-commerce producers to
manage product inventory and design marketing strategies. However, under the uncertainty of product demand, sales
prediction is a complex task. This paper presents a novel data mining framework for sales prediction based on online user
behavior data. Under the framework, the relationship of sales data and online user behavior data is well modelled, and the
optimal lag of online user behavior data for sales prediction is also identified. In terms of evaluation criteria, a number of
books are used for sales prediction. The empirical results show the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed framework
and also revealed that among different categories of books, the forecasting performance of some categories including
Finance and Exam heavily relies on online user behavior information. So, it indicates that the proposed framework can be
used as a potential alternative to analyze the sales trend, and help managers in Ecommerce companies for inventory
optimization and customer relationship management.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of E-commerce, more and more people involve in online purchase. However, with the increase of product
sales in E-commerce, the fluctuation of product sales brings critical risk to E-commerce companies. On one hand, if consumers
demand more of the products than producers are prepared to supply, there are not enough products to provide for online users, and
then it may lead to online user churn, while on the other hand, if the product supply is more than demand, the inventory cost may
increase. So, how to forecast product sales effectively and efficiency in E-commerce is a significant task for E-commerce producers to
manage product inventory and design marketing strategies. However, under the uncertainty of product demand, sales prediction is a
complex task.
In recent years, sales prediction attracts much attention from E-commerce companies, and researchers. A great number of methods are
proposed for sales prediction. Traditional univariate time series models have been proposed for the sales prediction. For example, Kuo
et al. proposed a fuzzy neural network-based method for sales prediction in 1998 [1]. Similarly, Kuo proposed a sales forecasting
system based on fuzzy neural network with initial weights generated by genetic algorithm in 2001 [2]. Furthermore, Yu et al. proposed
a new extreme learning machine and traditional statistical model for sales prediction [3]. Some multivariate model with factors related
to sales was also suggested. For instance, Luxhoj et al. suggested a hybrid econometric and neural network model for sales
forecasting, and in the proposed method, the forecasts from each of the individual sub-models are then averaged to compute the hybrid
forecast [4]. Frees et al. proposed a longitudinal data model for sales prediction [5], while Guo et al. offered a multivariate intelligent
decision-making model for retail sales forecasting [6].
Recently, online user behavior is regarded as a useful resource for detection and prediction, such as influenza epidemics detection [7],
finance market prediction [8], the unemployment rate prediction [9], and sales prediction [10]. These models/methods employed
econometrics models to analyze the relationship between the predictive variable and online user behavior time series. Different from
the previous studies, a data mining framework using data mining tools has been used for prediction purpose with online user behavior
data, and the experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms the traditional econometrics model [11]. Since data
mining techniques can make a significant contribution to the complex prediction problems, in this paper, a data mining framework
using online user behavior for the sales prediction is presented, and within the proposed framework, various data mining tools are
validated and compared to examine the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed framework. In the proposed framework, some
online user behavior, such as search behavior and browse behavior are firstly considered, and the detailed index are constructed.
Secondly, different data mining tools are employed to describe the relationship between the sales data and the online user behavior
data. Thirdly, an optimal data mining model is selected as the predictor by using the cross-validation method. Finally, the selected
predictor with proper parameter and best feature subset is used to forecast sales trend.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the theoretical foundation on online customer behavior. The
data mining framework using online user behavior is proposed for the sales prediction in Section 3. For illustration, the efficiency of
the proposed framework and empirical analysis of sale prediction using the data mining tools are reported in Section 4. Finally,
conclusions and future research directions are summarized in Section 5.
2. Theoretical Foundation
To modern consumers, the dominant problem is too many choices for them, called consumer
, which weakens the capability of smart choosing [12]. A consumer realizes he needs to buy one thing and then completes the goal
through a sequence of procedures: 1) problem recognition; 2) information search; 3) appraisal of plans; 4) product selection, which is
called the decision-making. And the result of the process can influence the similar decision in next time [13]. Here information search
is to “search” the proper data to establish the reasonable decisions. And the amount of information using the search engine from the
internet is the double of the information without searching [14]. Information about the products are from two types: internal search
from one’s memory and external search from the advertising, friends or the observations of others [15]. In fact, the online shopping
highlights the problem of excessed choices and the volume of information. Bloch et al. has raised the conception of ongoing search
and indicated the ongoing search is closely related with the product involvement [16]. And Stigler has proposed a theory of search on
the hypothesis that a consumer can choose the best solution in a set of alternatives through the searching [17]. In the report released by
iResearch in 2008, it shows that the proportion of the search query is 57.5%, when consumers in online shopping search information
of the commodities to compare the alternative solutions, and the search engine consists of two parts: one is the search engine of
internal shopping web and the other is the common search engine, such as Google or Baidu. Some previous researches have pointed
out that search is an “honest signal” [18,19]. Based on those mentioned above, the consumer search behavior is strongly linked to the
decision-making and purchasing behavior. In fact, consumers hardly search related information rationally. Some consumers only
search several alternatives typically, especially in the limited time [20,21]. It means that once consumers begin to search the key
words about the commodity or enter the page, the commodity is a huge possibility to be selected. So, in the paper, two aspects of
information search should be considered: the volume of searching in internal E-commerce website and the page view of the detail of
the commodity.
3. An Online User Behavior-Based Sales Prediction
In this section, a novel online user behavior-based sales prediction method is proposed. Under the framework, some useful data
mining tools such as neural networks and support vector regressions are employed to construct efficient sales prediction models. The
proposed method and the modelling process with details are presented in the following subsections.
3.1. The Proposed Sales Prediction Framework
The online user behavior-based data mining framework for the sales prediction is presented, and the details is shown in Fig.1. Within
the proposed framework, various data mining tools are validated and compared to examine the efficiency and effectiveness of the
proposed framework. In the proposed framework, some online user behavior, such as search behavior and browse behavior, are firstly
considered, and the detailed index are constructed. Secondly, different data mining tools are employed to describe the relationship
between the sales data and the online user behavior data. When the data mining techniques are used, the optimal time lags (here the
measuring unit of lag is the day) of different kinds of commodities are confirmed, and different influences of online user behavior
information to different kinds of commodities are also discussed. Thirdly, an optimal data mining model is selected as the predictor by
using the cross-validation method. Finally, the selected predictor with proper parameter and best feature subset is used to forecast
sales trend.
3.2. The Modelling Process
In this subsection, two most widely used data mining tools including neural networks and support vector regressions are invoked to
model the relationship between the online user behavior information and the sales data. As mention above, two kinds of NNs, BPNN
and RBFNN are employed, while various SVRs with different kernels are used in the paper. In the modelling process, the general
relationship between product sales data and online user behavior data is modelled, and the optimal lags of online user behavior are
identified.
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Figure 1: The Framework of the proposed method
Furthermore, sales prediction in different categories of products in is further analyzed and the effect of online user behavior on sales
prediction in each category is exploited, and finally, the quantitative evaluation of the effect of online user behavior on sales prediction
in different categories also discussed.
4. Empirical Analysis
4.1. Data description and evaluation criteria
All the data are real values from one of the biggest B2C websites in China, which provides the data of random 200 books from top 500
to top 1000 in the period from Feb. 2013 to May. 2013. As mentioned above, there are two types of data to be used to train and test the
effectiveness of the models and the effect of the features:
• Online user behavior information: There are two factors inside the search information
o The volume of searching
o The page view of the detailed page
• Historical sales information
The historical sales data is considered in the experiments beside of the search information.
After eliminating the books with invalid data, for example, the volume of search is zero in most days, there are 65 books remained. In
fact, there are 120 days in the data and the data of the former three months, which is from Feb. 2013 to Apr. 2013, is used to train the
models while the data of the remained month, which is May. 2013, is used to test the models. While the daily data is used, the lag
value is measured by day. In the paper, two kinds of indicators are selected as evaluation criteria in consideration of zero sales in some
day. One is root-mean-square error, called RMSE, and the other is mean absolute difference, called MAE. The formulas are shown as
follows:

Where i observed means the actual i th sales data, i predicted means i th sales prediction and n is the total number of predicting.
4.2. Experiment Results
Based on the designed experiments mentioned in Section 3, two types of models are employed to predict the sales data. For every
model, there are two kinds of input: one is the historical sales data and the other adds the features, the volume of search and the page
view, in addition of the sales data. Here it is worth noting that the final prediction we choose is the average of the predictions we got
from the 50 times runnings of each NN model to eliminate the contingency.
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1) Basic Experiments
In this part, two most widely used neural networks and two kinds of SVR are invoked to model the relationship between the search
information and the sales. As mention above, two kinds of NN, BPNN and RBFNN are employed. And two kinds of SVR are used in
the paper, and each kind selects three different kernel functions, which are Linear, RBF, Polynomial and Sigmoid function. Here we
should notice that the SVR with RBF or Polynomial cannot fit the data well, so the results of those models are not presented. To
compare the effectiveness of the features, different experiments with corresponding parameters are carried out. There are two groups
of experiments. The first one is with the input of only historical sales data as marked “A”. The other is with search information as
mentioned in last part as marked “B”. The experimental results based on the criteria MAE are shown in Table 1. As can be seen from
Table 1, the results from the comparative experiments A using NNs, BPNN perform worse than RBFNN, but RBFNN needs more
time to get the final prediction. Then the more important result is that the features about the search information can bring more
accurate predictions in BPNN. Intuitively, BPNN with only historical sales data has worse results compared with the BPNN model
with the addition of the volume of search and page view.

Table 1: Performance of Models with the Criteria Mae
However, RBFNN with two features instead brings worse predictions. As for the SVR models, the results are analogous with NNs,
except that the SVR with Sigmoid kernel function of longitudinal and horizontal dimensions has little difference. And the _ _ SVR
models outperform the v_SVR models on the same condition of the same kernel function and the same lag parameter. On the whole,
the _ _ SVR with Linear kernel function can perform best with the smallest MAE. In terms of different lags, the lags of 1 or 2 can
bring the better predictions in Experiment A and B. The results mean that people has limited time to hesitate after they search the
corresponding commodity. They may decide to buy after they search the detail in the website. The experimental results based on the
criteria RMSE are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Performance of Models with the Criteria RMSE
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Table 3: Different Lags with Different Categories in Experiment A and B of Mae
As can be seen from Table 2, the similar results can be observed. The _ _ SVR with Linear kernel function can bring the best
predictions with the smallest RMSE. And the lags with 1 or 2 with different models except for the SVRs with Sigmoid kernel function
can perform better. The results support the viewpoint that people will order in one or two days after they search their selection.
2) The optimal Lags with Different Categories
In this part, several experiments are carried out to explore the optimal lags of different categories. Aforementioned, the lag is
measured by day and there are 23 kinds containing 65 books. Here the _ _ SVR with the Linear function is employed because of the
best predicting performance. And as mentioned above, two kinds of experiments are carried out, A and B. The results with MAE are
revealed in Table 3. As can be seen from Table 3, in experiment A, the best prediction centres are on the lag of 1 or 2 in 19 kinds of
books. This mean the most historical sales data only exemplifies the value to predict the sales one or two days later. Relatively, after
adding the features of search information, there are 4 categories, which are Cartoon, Teaching, Finance and Travel/Map, to be
advanced the optimal lags, which means the search information is beneficial for consumers to reduce the time to hesitate. And there
are 2 categories of books to be postponed the optimal lags, which are Biography and Psychology. The remarks about these two kinds
of books, make the latent consumers to consider more, so the time to hesitate is respectively extended. Most categories have the
optimal lag as 1 or 2 after adding the features about search information. And the respective forecast accuracy may be lowered by
adding the features if the kind of book is insensitive of the remarks, which will be detailed in next part. In terms of the criteria RMSE,
the experimental results are similar with MAE. The most optimal lag is identical to the result in previous Table 3, which is 1 or 2.
Same as the previous, the kind- Teaching and Finance has their optimal lag advanced. And 3 kinds, Computer/Internet, Fitness and
Food/Cooking, have the optimal lag postponed, which means the latent consumer will take more time to consider before they really
buy. Also, the optimal lag stays the same after the features are added, which may not bring the better prediction, detailed in next
subsection.
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3) Enhancing Effect with Different Categories
As aforementioned, different categories react to the search information differently. To analyse the problem, the criteria is formulated
as follows:

where RateRMSE and RateMAE mean the decrement rate of the RMSE and MAE after adding the features about the information
search after selecting the best performance using the optimal lag. The experiments are the same with the last part, and the mean values
- MAE and RMSE belonging one category are calculated. Table 4 shows the MAE and RMSE decrement rates of the different kinds.

Table 4: The Decrement Rate of Each Kind Book
As can be seen from Table 4, the Rate MAE of more than half of books are less than zero, which means the predicting performance
becomes better after adding the features about the information search. The more typical kind with the larger ascension is Finance. The
behavior that consumer search the relevant information can reflect the sales more in this category. Combined with the previous
analysis, latent people tend to reduce the time to hesitate after searching books and the search information enhances the thought of
buying one book in category of Finance. The Rate MAE is positive in 9 categories, Art, Children, Management, Cartoon, Culture,
Teaching, Fitness &Health, Youth Literature and Fashion/Beauty, which means the latent consumers cannot be influenced by the
search information, so the search information becomes the noise when predicting the sales. The Rate RMSE is almost coincident with
the Rate MAE. The Finance accuracy improves most after adding the search information. There are 8 categories with their Rate
RMSE positive, which are the same with the Rate MAE except for the Children category.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presents a novel data mining framework for the sales prediction using online user behavior information. Under the
framework, a set of data mining methods are proposed to forecast sales trend. In the proposed method, the relationship of sales data
and online user behavior data is well modelled, and the optimal lag of online user behavior data for sales prediction is also identified.
In terms of evaluation criteria, a number of books are used for sales prediction. The empirical results show the efficiency and
effectiveness of the proposed framework and also revealed that among different categories of books, the forecasting performance of
some categories including Finance and Exam heavily relies on online user behavior information. It indicates that the proposed
framework is a feasible and potential alternative for sales prediction. In addition, this study also has some research questions for
further studies. Firstly, some other user behavior information, such as the user collecting volume, and also product review information,
can be used to further improve the forecast performance. Secondly, the results in this paper can directly be used to optimize product
inventory for cost saving. Thirdly, an online sales prediction system (SPS) can be developed to assist managers in E-commerce
companies for sales trend analysis. Finally, the proposed methodology can also be applied to other research fields, especially to
society hot spot, such as financial market, real estate market and labor market.
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